“It’s all Greek to me” Year 6 Homework
Autumn Term 2 2020
Dear children and adults,
This terms homework is led by our creative curriculum in an effort to develop your own
preferred learning style and methods of presentation, to become more independent
learners, develop your creativity, improve your research and communication skills and
engage your whole family in your experience of school. You will be given several questions
to research the answer to each half term. We expect all homework to be of a high
standard. We expect it to show effort, pride and time taken and that it is given a high
profile from you at home too. We also expect it to be done and handed in on the date
due. Please encourage your child to complete at least 3 options. Thank you for your
support.
READING
You should be reading at home every day.
Remember reading is the key to support with
your writing, spelling and grammar skills.Keep
your reading book your book bag and please bring
it to school EVERY DAY!

NUMERACY
You need to practice your times tables
every night. Remember to learn the
division facts as well as the
multiplication. Make sure you can recall
these with accuracy and speed

TOPIC WORDS
Do you know what these mean and
how to write them?
Archimedes
amphora
chiton
polis
society
democratic
agora
Doric
Ionic
Corinth

Make a glossary of these key words.

SPELLING
Each week you will be given a list of words to spell.
Please learn these as we will be checking the
following week.
Also, challenge yourself in testing your spellings
from the year 6 curriculum!

Remember

you

can

answer your questions in
whichever way you wish
such as posters, art
work, movies, written
poems,
stories
and
PowerPoints.
We look
forward to seeing your
final projects.

YEAR GROUP
6
DATE SET
Friday 20th
November 2020

DATE DUE
Wednesday 16th
December 2020

Homework Questions for Y6: Autumn Term 2 2020
Topic – Ancient Greece
Option 1

Greek Crafts
Design and make one of the following:
Troy
Get Arty! Sketch the horse from the story of Troy. Try to use a range of shading
skills (stippling, hatching and scumbling).
Medusa head
In Greek mythology Medusa was a Gorgon who had snakes for hair. Looking into her
eyes would turn a person into stone. Make a model of her head using a variety of
different materials
Shield
Ancient Greek soldiers were also known as Hoplites. They carried a large shield
often made of wood. These were painted by the individual soldiers to their own
design. Our hoplite shield below is made out of a paper plate and some imagination!
Mask
Actors in Greek theatre wore masks to depict different characters and emotions.
Very few of these masks survive though many images can be found on pottery and
sculptures.

Option 2

Option 3

What did the Ancient Greeks give us?
Research using different media 10 things the Ancient Greeks gave us and present
in a creative way
Ancient Greek Olympics
Which Olympic sport is your favourite? Write instructions on how to play your
favourite Olympic sport!
Conduct a survey to find out what people’s favourite Olympic Sport is. Present your
results in a pictogram , bar chart, pie chart . You can use Excel if you would like.

Option 4

Ancient Greek Law
The court system in Ancient Greece was taken seriously . Anyone could bring
charge against another person in ancient Greece. There was no prosecutor but
there were rules you had to follow to have your case heard in court
Create a new law. What would your law be? Why should it be agreed by parliament?
What do you have to support your idea? What would you say to people who oppose
your idea?

Option 5

Modern v Modern!

.

Modern Greece Vs Modern UK: Research and record details about the modern day
countries of Greece and the UK. Present your findings however you choose—this
could be a poster, written down, powerpoint—the choice is yours

Choose 3 of the above options (mini projects) to complete in detail and bring into school on Wednesday 16th
December 2020 – thank you - we look forward to seeing them!

